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Absmct 

Confüct is an inevitable part o f M y  Mie thmughout its e n t h  cyck and thacforr 

families must deveiop severai different strategies of conflïct nsoiution. Adolescence is a 

period of the family life cycle that is commonly characteiizcd by parent-adolacent 

conflict The strategies used to resolve this conflict are o h  divided into c o ~ v e  

vernis destructive resolution mes. When a f d y  frequently relies on destmdve 

conflict nsolution sttategies, coaflict may escalate to the degree that the fsmily must seek 

a third party intervention such as rnediatioa The propoaents of mediation ciaim it is 

more than an intervention that attempts to resolve a specific conflict issue. They suggest 

that it is a generaluable process that may increase communication, stability and ovedi  

family life satisfaction. There has been a lack of empuicai nsearch to test these 

propositions. The present study evaluafed the Parent-teen Mediation Program of Child 

and Family Services of Winnipeg. Participants completed pre- and pst-tests ofthe 

Family Environment Scale and the Confiict Behavior Questionnaire. The results of the 

present study found that adolescents repoaed a decrease in confiict intensity and parents 

reported an increase in expressiveness. It was also suggested that parents sometimes 

appraised their adolescents as responsible for negative contlict within the fiimily. 

Aîthough the present study did not empiridy demonstrate that mediation achieved aii of 

the goals desçribed in the p e n t  study, it did show that mediation seemed to influence a 

positive change in the M y  environment 

vii 
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Effdveness of Mediation 

Mediation: An Intemention in Family Conflict 

Al1 individuals experience f d y  conflict at some point in theu Lives, whether it is 

arguing about who is in conml of the television remote contiol or more serïously who 

gets custody of the children in a divorce. Conûict can be defineci as a situation that 

occurs between two or rnore individuals who perceive each other's goals as 

incompatible, and who perceives each other as interferhg in their goal achievement - 
(Eschelman, 1985; Weiten, 1950). Within daily M y  We, conflict is iwvitable and 

as a resdt each famiy member must leam methods of conaict resolution (Eschelman, 

1985; Fisher & Ury, 198 1). Conflict tesolution is ofhm descn'bed in such te- as 

fiinctional versus dys£iinctiod or constructive vasus destnictve (Collins 8r Lausen, 

1992; Deutsch, 1973; Fisher & Ury, 1981) FlinctiollSil or constructive contlict 

resolution occurs when the underlying causes of the coatlict are addressed and a 

muhrally satisfactory solution has been obtained, Altematively, dysfiuzctionai or 

destructive conflict results when underlying causes are not addressed and the solution 

is not mutually satisfacory (Fisher & Ury, 1981). 

It has been postulated by several theorists that conflict resolution strategies are 

leamed primarily thtough family interaction (Escheiman, 1985; Skiclmore, 1979; . 
Zeitlin, 198 1). Therefore, it is important to examine how codict is handled within 

famiües by ciifTering individuais and to compare contlict styles between families. 

Contlict occurs tbroughout the family Life cycle: h m  the development of a 

partnership to child-bearhg and cMd-r;eariOg to the empty nest stage (Bronfenbrenner, 

1979; Zeitlin, 198 1). While each step has its own conflictuai issues, adolescence has 

been identifieci as a time of particular stress for families. 

Adolescence is a tirne of transition, not just for the adolescent chad, but also for the 

family as a whole. This p e n d  of the family life cycle is commonly characterized by 

parent-adolescent confiict (Collins & Laursen 1992; Smetana, Yau & Hanson, 1991; 

Zetzel, 1985). Adolescence is defined as the developmentai stage of life beginning 
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with the onset ofpubeay when sexual maîurity or the abüity to reproduce is attaiaed 

(Peterson & Taylor, 1980). However, this physio10gical definition does not addressed 

the psycho-social processes commoniy associated with this period of development. 

Researchers have identifid several developmental tasks that are considered to be 

important for normative development in adolescence. These hclude: accepting one's 

physical rnatllfity, developing one's sexual d e ,  establishing new peer relationships, 

anaining emotional and eventuaUy financial independence h m  parents, chwsing and 

preparing for a career, and forming one's own value system which may or may not 

m e r  fiom the family system (Stem, Van Slyck & Newland, 1992). Researchers have 

indicated that conflicts between adolescents and theu parents are most kquently - 

related to psychosocial issues such as independence and value development (Grotevant 

& Cooper, 1985). These same authors claim that the me&& used to resolve these 

coatlicts play an integral d e  in both the development of the adolescent and in the 

development of pmntchild relationships. From this perspective, it is important to 

develop and promote fiuictiod and constructive conflict cesolution sûategies with 

families with adolescents. 

It is sometimes very diflicult for families to achieve satisfactory resolutions to 

conflicts on theu own during îhis period of transition. They may find stnitegies that 

worked in the past are no longer effective, and that negative connict cycles begin 

which they feel they cannot control or change. Therefore, some familes choose thkd 

party intervention to fmilitate conflict resolutioa 

There are several different types of third piirty interventions. Formai intervention 

inchdes school couaselors, f d y  therapists, mediators and social workers. Informal 

intervention can be conducted by extended family, fiiends and teachers. The present 

study focuseâ on a f o d  third party intemention mode1 into family conflict. The 

foilowing literatwe review will examine t h  major concems related to coaflict 

First, family relatiooships during adolescence, including conflict issues common at 
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this time and coaflict styles cornmon for parents and adolescents, wiU be reviewed. 

Second, coaflict theory, focuskg on third party intervention will be d i s c d .  F i y ,  

a specinc formal mediation mode1 for intervention in f d y  conflict WU be described 

in detail. 

Literatm Review 

Familv Conflict and Adolescence 

Adolescence is o&n asso~iatcd with mt fhdy confiict (Grotevmt & Cooper, 

1985; Montemayor, 1983; Van Slyck, Newlmd d Stem, 1992) The cornmones o f  

conflict has been attnbuted to the interaction between the developmental tasks of 

adolescence and changes in the nature and dynamics of M y  relationships (Cooper 

& Ayers-Lopez, 1985; Siddique & D'Amy, 1984; Van Slyck et al., 1992). The study 

of adolescence has been di- into three substages; early adolescence (1 1-13 years), 

middle adolescence (14-16 y-) and late adolescence (17-22 years) (Stern, et al., 

1992). Each substage and its impact on the family will be discussed separately. It 

should be noted that these substages and the tasks incorporated in them are not 

mutuaüy exclusive. There is overlap and not ai i  adolescents progress successfully 

through ai l  developmental tasks (Grotevant & Cooper, 1985; Stem et ai., 1992). 

Adolescent Develobment 

Early adolescence is reported to have the greatest incidence of conflict (Hill & 

Hombeck, 1987; Montemayor, 1983). Individuals in early adolescence are 

characterized by rapid physical growth, preoccupation with body image, concrete 

thinking, conformity to a predominantly unisexual peer group, rebellious behavior, 

and exnotional breaks h m  parents while developing a sense of independence 

@&on, 1968; Stem et al, 1992). Stem and culieagues (1992) state that the key 

process in this stage is the formation of a unique identity as part of the transition 

toward independence h m  parents. During this stage, adolescents bemme very reli&t 

on acceptance and approval from peers. When behaviors that are acceptable and 



promoted by peers di& h m  those accepted by parents, conflict o h  occurs 

(Montemayor, 1983; Stem et al., 1992). The behavior of evaluating, questionhg and 

disagreeing with parentsr opinions and values is cornmonly labeled &liious. It is 

this fekllious behavior thaî is the source of much wnfIict between adolescents and 

their parents (Siddique & D'Arcy, 1984; Stem et ai., 1992). 

Reseaxhers have also recognkd the impact of biologicat changes, particuiady 

hormonal surgence, on confiict intensity during early adolescence (Hill Br Holmbeck, 

1987; Steinberg, 1981,1987). In a review of the literaîure on the impact of pubertai 

status, C o b  and Lauisen (1992) concluded that biological, cognitive and social 

change during adolescence al l  contribute to a greater fhquency of parent-adolescent 

conflict. 

New challenges are associated with middle adolescence- These include 

development of sexual identity, formation of romantic peer relationships, continued 

concem for peer acceptance, and questioning of parental authority and boundaries 

(Monternayor, 1986; Stern et al., 1992). Researchers describe the adolescent in this 

stage as egocentric; that is to say, adolescents consider their opinions as correct m d  

resent interference of judgments nom authority figures such as parents, grandparents 

and teachers (Stem et al., 1992). During thïs perioâ, adolescents are aiso described as 

possessing a sense of invulnerability which may sometimes lead to decisions which 

are not based on realistic comequences. It is often this perceived invulnerability and 

resentment of parental advice or interference which contributes signincantly to 

conflict between adolescents and their parents (Stem et al., 1992). 

In late adolescence, the tasks of formation of realistic body image and sexual 

identity, formation of identity, pursuit of education and carrer, development of 

financial and emotional independence h m  parents, and construction of individual 

relationships over the peer group are emphasized (Stem et al., 1992). At this point, 

adolescents aie more secure in their self identity and have formed a value system that 



influences career choices and the choice of a signifiant other. Ifadolescents' vahe 

systems and identities diffet h m  the fbdy system or the M y ' s  definition of the& 

identity, wnflict can ais0 arise (Siddique & D'Arcy, 1084; Stem et al., 1992). 

Conflict and the Adolescent-Parent Reiationship 

Throughout these substages of adolescent dmlopment s e v d  common sources of 

conflict can be identifieci. AIîhough the biological changes during the onset of puberty 

may contribute to a higher level of conflict reporteci during early adolescence, conflict 

is a constant characteristic throughout ali the stages. 

In considering the impact of biological changes, the issue of gender differences 

must be mentiond The research has primarily fwused on the pater fkquency of 

contlict between mothers and adoiescents as opposed to Iathets and adolescents 

(Montemayor, 1983). Montemayor (1983) hypothesized that this pattern d t s  h m  

the larger quantity of time adolescents spend with their mothers as opposed to fathers. 

In a more recent study, Hill and Holmbeck (1987) found no gender clifferences. 

Specifïcaliy, mothers did not report more conflict than fathers and kquency of 

conflict was not -ter for girls than boys. The present study did not examine gender 

as a variable.. 

Regardless of the particdar substage, it is the formation of self identity, challenges 

to the f a d y  vaiue system and the desire for independence that contribute to codict  

between parents and adolescents. In other words, the physical, social and cognitive 

changes that occur during the different stages of adolescence may al1 influence conflict 

inteasity. Researchers have obsewed that how families react to these confiicts 

influences the adolescent's progression through the tasks wempton et al., 1989; 

Siddique & D'Arcy, 1984, Stem et al., 1992). For example, Kempton and colleagues 

(1989) found that destructive confiict remlution strategies such as withdrawal, 

avoidance, submission and force, were relateci to pooret adolescent hctioning in 

developmental tasks, includhg lower cognitive cornpetence, seif confidence and l e s  



prosocial behavior. Montemayor (1985) also discussrd the impact ofdestnimve 

conflict resolution on adolescents. He found that d-ve resoiution ~tfategies can 

escalate conflict and can lead to aggrcsSive or violent behavior by adolescents 

(Montemayor, 1985). These examples illustrate the potential Unplications of conflict 

resolution style for the quaiîty of f d y  üfé and individuai development of the 

adolescent. 

Families diffa in what they define as conaict, how serious conflïct issues are, and 

how they deal with confiict (Lee, Biirkman, Zirniess & Ladowski, 1994; Smetana et 

al., 1991; Stem et al., 1992). Ifconflict style is one indication ofhow fimilies ate 

deaüog with transition during adolescence, M y  m e m h  who are flexible, 

communicate weii and accept change are more Mcely to resolve conflict ushg 

constructive stratepies such as negotiation and compromise. On the other band, 

families who are less flexîîle and resist c h g e  are more Uely to use destructive 

strategies (Stem et al., 1992). Smetana, Yau and Haason (1991) label negotiation and 

compromise as  constructive conflict resolution strategies while verbal and physical 

aggression, withdrawal and submission by one party were considered to be destructive 

strategies. 

Kempton and coileagues (1989) hypothesized that adolescents exposed to 

destructive conflict resolution strategies experienced heightened leveis of distress, 

which could result in the development of internaüzing problems. Montemayor (1985) 

cautioned that physical abuse may result when conflict escalates as a r e d t  of poor 

resolution strategies. In families where destructive strategies are useci, contlict is often 

more intense Oeutsch, 1973; Siddique & D'Arcy, 1982; Smetana et al., 1991; Stem et 

al., 1992). Sometimes, the situation can escalate to such a degree that M y  members 

reaiize that resolution of conflict could be faciltated by eniisting the help of third 

party intervention. 



While there is extensive rrsearch descnig the increased kqyency ofconflict 

betwcen parents and adolescents (Monîemayor, 1983: Smeîana et al., 1991; Siddique 

& DIArcy, 1984, Steinberg, 1987; Stern a al., 1992), it must be remembered that the 

adolescent is not the only individual expriencing change. Parents and siblings ais0 

experieace a d t i o n  and must adapt to the change in nimüy dynamics. For 

example, Ambert (1992) discusses the effects of children on parents. Coatlict that 

occurs d w i g  adolescence can bave positive or negative effects on the marital 

relationship as well as the parent-adolescent reiationship (&nbert, 1992; Kurdek & 

Fine, 1993; Lee et al., 1994). In nMilies that utüize constructive confiict resolution 

techniques, parents often experience a stronger marital relationship as they aàapt to 

the new dynamics. On the other han& in f d e s  relying on destructive strategies, 

new marital conflict may anse or existing marital conflict may be intensifid (Ambert, 

1992). Several researchers have indiceteci that fimilies experiencing marital conflict 

report a greater fkquency of conflict during adolescence (Amato, 1987; Bulcroft, 

199 1; Kempton, McCombs & Forehand, 1989; Kurdek & Fine, 1993). As a result, 

any professional intexvention into parent-adolescent conflict must consider confiict 

among family members involved. For example, conflict between parents and 

adolescents must be understood within the conte* of both parmt-child and maritai 

relationships. This perspective reflects a systern Wework for understanding how 

parent-adolescent conflict affects all family members. 

Svstems Theorv 

Systems theory is based on the proposition that "a system possesses properties that 

transcend the sum of its parts" (Roberts, 1990, p.7). In f d y  systems theory, the 

family (i.e. the system) is conceptualized as mutually interacting and interdependent 

parts (Le. individual family members) (Compton & Gaiaway, 1979; Minuchin, 1985). 

Proponents of family systems tûeory maintain that any level of intervention should 

consider the whole family system (Compton & Galaway, 1979; Minuchin, 1985). 



This proposition supports the view that conflict resolution straîegies are part of f d y  

dynamics. Therefore, third party intervention into -y conflict must consider the 

dynamîc of the maritai relationship, sibiing relationships as well as the parent- 

adolescent relationship. 

During adolescence, the d e s  of ali M y  members are altered (Stem et al., 1992). 

As an adolescent develops and changes roles, so mut parents develop new parentai 

d e s  in response. Some M y  mernkrs may have diEcuity adapting to these new 

roles which can potentially contribute to parent-ado1escentanflict or marital coaflict 

(Stern et al., 1992). This in- in conflict may have an impact on the M y  system 

in various ways. Silverberg and Steinberg (1987) found that parent-aàolescent conflict 

adversely affecteci mothm. SpecificaIiy, in high conflict familes, mothers teported 

lower seKesteem and lower Mie satisfaction. SmaU (1988) nsearched this same issue 

£iom the opposite view. He concluded that mothers with higher seKesteexn reported 

less conflict with their adolescents. Ambert (1992) discussed the possible affects of 

parent-adolescent coaflict on the marital relationship, and concluded that the increasé 

in confïïct CM have a positive impact (i.e. a mited parental front) or a negative impact 

(Le. the parents disagree on conflict resolution strategies and therefore marital conftict 

can increase). K d e k  and Fine (1993) support the postulation that parent-chüd 

conflict and marital codict influence each other. Their midy fornid that adolescents 

reportecl a higher level of conflict in families where there was d t a l  stress, such as 

divorce or remsVriage. 

It is clear b m  this body of work that each famüy member is af5ected by the other 

members, and that parent-adolescent conflict influences individual development, the 

marital relationship and sibiing relationships. In keepiag with this view, the present 

study assessed the farnily environment, as well as the nature of conflict between 

parents and adolescents. 



Conaict Resoiution Strateaies 

AU W e s  experience conflïct and as a rcsult have developed a variety of 

strategies to remive conflict. These strategies can be divided into two broad 

categories: constructive codlict resolution and destnictve conflict rrsolution 

(Boardman & Horowitz, 1994; Rubin, 1994). Construdve conûict resolution occurs 

when the underlying cause of the conflict is ad- feelings and interests of 

participants are undetstood and the outcome is mutually satisfistory (Hocker & 

Wilmot, 1985). In contrast, destructive confllict resolution occurs when the underlying 

cause is not addressecl and the outcome is not perceived as mutually satisfactory 

(Fischer & Ury, 198 1). 

Constructive conflict resolution strategies wnsist of negotiation and compromise. 

Negotiation is de- by Rubin (1994) as the exchange of offs and ideas to create a 

mutuaiiy acceptable agreement. Open cornmUIlj.cation is a characteristic of this 

strategy. The concems of each participant are voiced and discussed. Several soIutions 

are poshilated until one is agreed on by aii  parties. Compromise involves a give and 

take perspective. Rubin (1994) desxi'bes compromise in terms of 

concession/convergence in which a participant gives on one issue but wins on another. 

Some concems rnay be discussed but the focus is on the solution rathet than the 

underlying cause. Research indicates that nimilies who use constructive conflict 

resolution strategies report a healthier emotional eavitomnent (Kempton et al., 1989; 

Smetana et al., 199 1). That is, both parents and adolescents descn'be their 

relatiomhips as caring and trusting. It has also been suggested that adolescents are 

more likely to use constructive codict reso1ution with peers if they e m e n c e  such 

resolution strategies within the f d y  (Smetana et al., 199 1). 

Destructive resolution strategies include force, submission and avoidance. Force 

occurs when verbal or physical aggression is implemented to obtain a resoiution 

(Smetana et al., 1991). There is no regard for underlying cause and only one 



participant is saWied with the solution. Submission resuits d e n  one participant 

suppresses his or h a  concems to satisfy the concens oftbe other, Avoidance involves 

withdrawing h m  the situation without exprrssing ooncern or reaching a solution. In 

this situation conBict can escaiate as no solutions are discussed Research indicates 

tbat reümce by families on destnictive confiict resolution stratepies can lead to 

violence in the fàmiiy, poor âevelopment of the adolescents1 prosocid and cognitive 

skills and poor selfconfideiice for al i  f d y  members (Kempton et al., 1989; 

Monternayor, 1985). Particularly in families where destructive coatlict resolution 

prevails the situation can d a t e  to such an extent that the family m e m h  involved 

recognize that the assistatlce of third party intervention may faciltate confiict 

resolution. 

Third Partv Intervention 

Models of informal and formal intervention include conciliation, arbitration, 

adjudication and mediation (Chandler, 1985; Fischer & Ury, 198 1; Rubin, 1994). The 

two categories are distinguished by who pe15om1~ the intervention, Informal 

intervention involves family members and fnends, while fornial intewention involves 

a trained third party extemal to the f d y .  

Conciliation is a process which focuses not on the settlement of the connict but on 

the emotional proces by which the codict proceeds (Rubin, 1994). This occurs 

when f a d y  members are more concemed with their feeüngs than resolving the 

conflict. For example, a parent may say to an adolescent who has corne in later than 

the curfew "1 was womed sick about you Anything c m  happen! Don't you care 

about my feelings?" The parent is more concemed about expressing emotions than 

resolving the c d e w  issue. In fonnal intewention the pmtitioner assists the 

participants in coping with the emotions experienced diiring the conflict Frequently, 

conciliation leads to mediation. 
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Arbitration occias wheu a thitd pazty is chosen by the participants to setde the issue 

(Biack 8t Baumgariner, 1993). All participants pnsent his or her concems to the 

arbitrator who then makes a judgment. Mitration may or may not be binding 

depending on the situation- Commody, the pwticÏpants sign a agreement in 

advance to abide by the arbitrators decision. MormaUy, one M y  m e m k  is 

designated the arbitrator and that memkr, usually a parent, makes the d e s  and 

decisions and ail other frimily members are eqected to obsem the rules- In this 

model of intemention, one participant wins and the other loses. The solution is 

removed h m  the participants' control, once they choose the arbitrator. 

Adjudication also involves a third party imposing a settlement on the participants 

(Black & Baumgartner, 1993). It daers h m  arbitration because it is part of a 

municipal or federal court system and therefore is only a f o d  intervention model. 

The confiict is presented to a judge or jury by representatives (Le. lawyers) of the 

participants d e r  thaa the participants thernselves. Again, one participant is the 

winner and the other is the loser. îhe three formai modeIs described above have 

similar characteristics. AU involve removbg the resolution pmcess h m  the 

participants to a third party. The third party makes the decisions and imposes a 

solution. These models do not promote a mutualiy satidhctory solution which is one 

criteria of constructive conflict resolution. The foiiowing section will describe a 

formal model in which the participants remain in control of the resolution process and 

a mutuaily satisfactory agreement is promoted 

Mediation 

Mediation is a process of dealing with confiict by the formal intervention of a 

neutral thûd party who encourages the disputants to arrive at a mutually satisfrtctory 

resolution (Chandler, 1985; Lemmon, 1985). Mediation has ken used to resolve 

disputes in severai different areas, k m  the labour force to family confiict. Tripp 

(1985) reported quick resolution to inter-organi-tatiod disputes when the Colorado 
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Division of Rehabilitation intmened using mediation as opposed to arbitraSion. 

Several commUDities have developed mecüation commine~ to resolve disputes among 

their members (Davis & Robeas, 1988; Fülion, 1986; Kovach, 1994; Parsons & Cox, 

1989). Mediation has been found to be very successful in divorce and child custody 

cases because it saves money, time and reduces the anxïety of the involved parties 

(Coogier, Weber & McHenry, 1979; Fillion, 1986). Parsons and Cox (1989) also 

reported d e t y  levels of parîkipants were reduced when mediation was used in 

deciding on what type of care should be pmvided for an elderly f d y  member. 

Chandler (1985) and Zetzel(1985) stated diat mediation can be used as an effective 

method of managing parent-child conflict in families. 

in recent years, the research on mediation has focused on the division of mediation 

into two factions: the tramfiormative approach versus the sealement approach. The 

settlement approach to mediation focuses on the idea that the goal of mediation is oniy 

to solve problems (Dockhg & %es, 1995). The focus of mediation in this approach 

is the agreement. The transformative approach, on the other han& contends that the 

goals of mediation shodd include the generation of moral growth through 

empowemient and recognition (Bush dé Folger, 1994; Docking & Pries, 1995). The 

focus of the transfomative approach is not on the specifk agreement but on change at 

the individual and relational levels of the participants (Bush & Folger, 1994; Docking 

& Pries, 1995). In the piist, proponents of each approach have viewed mediation as 

either exclusively settlement focused or ttansformation focused (Dockhg & Pries, 

1995). Docking and Pries (1995), however, argue that the two are not mutually - 
exclusive, but represent extrema along the same continuum. They propose dLat 

mediators move along Uiis continuum based on two factors: the needs and concems of 

the participants and the preferred style of the mediators (Docking & Ries, 1995). For 

example, in a victim-offender mediation where an on-going relationship is not 

involved, the goal of the participants may be to agree on restitution, in wbich case the 



mediator -y choose a d e m e n t  approach. In parent-adolescent mediation, however, 

participsnts often de* a positive change h the relationship as weil as  resolution of 

conflict, As discused, in the previous section on Systems Theory, conflict affécts 

family dynamics at both au individuai and interactive level. Therefore, any problern 

solving of a particdar issue tbat occurs in mediatioa will have an impact on the 

fsmües on several levels, whkh is consistent with a trailsfofmafive appmach of 

Theoretical Framework. Problem solving tbeory provides a stmng theoreticai basis 

for parent-adolescent mediation (Chandler, 1985; Davis & Roberts, 1988; Phear, 1985; 

Lemmon, 1985). Kiereo, Vaines and Badir (1984) present a mode1 of problem solving 

in tenns of interdependent stages in a loop. These stages rire not necessarily 

sequentid. When applying pmblem-solving theOry to parent-child medktion, it is 

essentiai to focus on the process of the loop as a method of conflict resolution. It is 

ais0 important to note that the f d y  dynamics change boughout the loop, which is 

consistent with systems theory. 

The first stage is "identification or recognition of the problem" (Kieren et al., 

1984). This occurs when two or more individuais perceive the same situation 

differently. The second stage involves goal sethg and often occurs simultaneously 

with the fkst stage (Kieren et al., 1984). Ifthe individuils involved perceive the 

situation differently the goals tbey set will also be different, Kieren, Vaines and Badir 

(1984) state "it is important to establish goais which are redistic, aaainable and 

consistent with vaiuesN@. 82). 

The third stage is the assessment and recognition of aü possible rrsources in which 

a resource is "anything which has the power to sati* needs" (p. 83, Kimn et al., 

1984). Therefore resources can be con-, involving issues such as money and 

possessions, or they can involve abstract issues such as tirne, knowtedge, and 

influence. Kieren, Vaines and Ba& (1984) state that the amount and availability of.  
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resources arc a pndictor of the nurnber and type of d u e s  that wül be produced. 

In 0 t h  words, the more resources tbat are ncognized and made avaüable to ail 

participants, the p a t e r  the number of alternatives that caa k pmvided. 

îhe fouah and f3€h stages, "generation of alternatives" and the "evaluetion of 

alternatives" often occur simultaaeously (Kïeten et al., 1984). The sidh stage cousists 

of selecting the best of the alternatives and the seventh stage involves the 

implementation of the selected alteniatives. 

The finai stage is the evaiuation of implementation of the altematives (Kieren et al., 

1984). If the evaluation is positive the individuals wiil have solved their problem and 

may begin a new loop. If, however, the evaluaîion is negative they will continue in the 

same loop, beginning at any of the preceding stages. This problem-solving theory is 

consistent with parentchiid mediation because it descxibes coaflict resolution as a 

continuous loop or process. 

Assum~tions of Mediation. The pmcess of mediaîion is based on several 

assumptions. First, there must be conflict or a problem (Kovach, 1994; Parsons & 

Cox, 1989; Zetzel, 1985). Mediation was developed as an alternative to more 

traditional methods of contlict resolution such as arbitration and adjudication 

(Chandler, 1985). in contrast to these intervention mdels, the goal of mediation is 

that ai l  the disputants involved win and no one loses (Fischer & Ury, 198 1, Moore, 

1986; Van Slyck et al., 1992). 

Second, mediation assumes that all disputants are williag to meet voluntady 

(Kovach, 1994). In parent-child mediation, a third assumption presumes that the 

disputants have a strong interest in resolving the situation. Ifany of the participants 

involved exhibits a lack of concem for resolution then parent-child mediation will not 

be successfiii (Chandler 1985; Lemmon, 1985). 

The final assumption relates to the mediator. The mediatot must rexnain neutrai 

and not engage in therapy (Chandler, 1985; Kovach, 1994; Moore, 1986). Althougb 



mediation itselfcan k seen as a tberapeutic t o 4  the role of the meàiaîor does not use 

other therapeutic techniques such as individuai diagnosis of a psychological disotder 

or psychodysis of the -y. Ifthe mediaîor féek therapy is warrantai, a refed 

to an appropriate professional is rq- 

As discussed pmiously, rnediation was developed as aa alternative to arbitration 

and adjudication, in which a third party imposed hider decision of what is just or fair. 

In contrast, a mediator encourages the participants to use the process to corne to a 

decision they beiieve is fair or just (Chandler, 1985; Coogler et al., 1979; Lemmon, 

1985). By remainiog neutral, the mediator insures equality arnong the participants, 

which is necessary for zie8cbing an agreement that is munially satisfactory. 

The Mediation Process. Whethet dealing with labor disputes, international conflict 

or parent-cbild conflict, the mediation process has ttaditionally been described in 

tenns of nine stages (Haynes, 1994; Kovacb, 1994). Each stage will be defined 

generically and wili then be applied to parent-child rnediation. It is important to note 

that participants need not pass through all stages in the sequence in which they are 

described. Often participants fluctuate between stages four and nine (Haynes, 1994). 

The nrst stage dedbed in the fiterature is "recognizing the problem" (Haynes, 

1994). The participants must recognize the conflict and have and a strong interest in 

resolving the conflict. During this stage the family members mut have recognked 

that there is a problem and that they cannot pmeed through the rest of the problem 

solving Ioop without third party intervention. 

The second stage involves "choosing the mna" (Haynes, 1994). Diiring this stage 

the participants agree to proceed with mediation. With regard to parent-chifd 

mediation, f d e s  are professionally or self referred to a mediation service. 

The next stage involves the initial codtation with the mediator (Parsons & CoX; 

1989; Haynes, 1994). The mediator describes the process, his or her role, explains any 

ground d e s  and m e r s  any questions. A mediator deaüng with parents and 



children may also question the members individuaiiy m ensinr that ai i  participation is 

voluntary. Once vduntmy participation is determiaed, a session wül be scheduled. 

"GathenBg the Dasa" is the fourth stage ofmediation (Haynes, 1994). The 

mediator begins by gatheiing data about the conflict. Each participant is given the 

opportunity to present their view. In fiimüies, the tendency is to define a particula. 

individuai as the problem instead of defîning thc problem in concrete temis (Fischer & 

Ury, 1981; Parsons & Cox, 1989). According to Parsons and Cox (1989), the role of 

the mediator is to encourage the participants to separate the people h m  the problem. 

In the problem solving mode1 pmiously discussed, it was steted that resolution is 

facilitateci by concrete, realistic, attaimbIe definitions (Kieren et al., 1984). During 

this stage, the mediator encourages the use of "1" statements and promotes active 

listening by ail participants. The mediator atternpts to iden* common interests while 

vaiidating each individual's expressions (Fischer & Ury, 198 1; Moore, 1986). 

The fifth stage involves defining the problem. The mediator helps the participants 

defiae the problem in ternis whîch are equai (Haynes, 1994). In other words, the 

definition is mutual and does not benefit any one participant over the othen. Defining 

goals in reaiistic and understandable terms is essential for resolution (Keiren et al., 

1984). Once the goals of the individual farnily members are known, the mediator & 
identify the common interests and proceed to the next stage. 

The foiîowing stage consists of generating options (Haynes, 1994) This is ofien 

descnbed as a brainstorming process (Fischer & Ury, 1981; Haynes, 1994). During 

this stage participants are encouraged to share any idea. Every idea, no matter how 

unusual, is added to the List of options. No idea am ôe dismisseci or criticized by any 

other participant When brainstorming does not provide a range of options, the 

mediator may suggest options h m  similar cases (Haynes, 1994). The mediator 

summarizes ail the options generated and helps the paaicipants evaluate the options as 

highiy acceptable, needs modification or unacceptable (Fischer & Ury, 198 1, Haynes, 



1994; Lemmon, 1985). This pmcess is consistent with the pobIem solvbg mode1 

stages of selection and evaluation of alternatives (Kieren et al., 1984). When the List 

of options and consequences of each option are discussed wmpletely, the process 

continues with the seventh step of ndef?ning positions. 

Mon participants enter the mediation pnxxss definhg their problem in tams of a 

positioa U d y ,  these positions have an exnotional basis and do not necessarily 

match the participant's selGiaterest (Haynes, 1994). When participants attempt to 

resolve conflict based on positions rather than interests, they often fail. (Fischer & 

Ury, 198 1). To fàciiitate resolution, the mediator focuses on interests instead of 

positions (Fischer & Ury, 1981; Parsons & Cox, 1989). At this point, the family 

members will be able to identify the options that most benefit their interests. 

Bargainhg is the eighth stage of mediation. The mediator assists the participants ïn 

choosing an option that is m u W y  satisfactory @ . e s ,  1994). As in the problem 

solvhg loop, the participants may r e m  to any of the previous stages at this point or 

any other point in the previous fOur stages. Once an option has been mutually 

accepted, the mediator begins the agreement. 

The noal stage of mediation is the agreement (Fischer & Ury, 198 1; Hayms, 1994; 

Moore, 1986). Dining this stage, the mediaîor ammarks the agreement in neutral 

balanced terms that are clearly understood by each participant (Fischer & Ury, 198 1). 

Often this summary takes a written form and each participant signs the document with 

the mediator as a witness. It is assumed by the mediator that the participants will 

implement this agreement in their own enWonments (e.g. the woricplace or the home). 

The mediation pfocess is only discussed in tenns ofthese nine steps; therefore, it - 

does not address the issue of implementation evaluation r a i d  by problem solving 

theory (Kieren et al., 1984). However, parent-chüd mediation ofien involves more 

than one session, and the results of the agreement may be discusd in fttue sessions. 

In each session the participants generally proceed through stages four through nine, 



nom gatbering the data to the agreement, even ifthe agreement is oniy to attend or not 

attend another mediation session. 

Effectiveness and im~iications of mediation. Research on the effectiveness of 

famiy mediation has found tbat fimdies who have chosen mediation as an 

intervention in divorce and chiid custody reporteci greater satisfaction on the 

agreement, a greater ability to communicate with each other and more workable 

compromises than those tbat ceSultecl h m  the adversarial system, accorâing to 

analysis of seEteports (Da* & Roberts, 1988; FiIlion, 19%6; Parsons & Cox, 1989). 

There is littie empiricai evidence, however, on the effectiveness of mediation in fàmüy 

codicts that are not related to divorce or chüd custody. Phear (1985) compared the 

mediation process used in four cüfferent states in the U.S. but focuses maîdy on their 

methods rathet than the d i s .  He did find tbet families who have experienced parent- 

child mediation reporteci extreme satisfaction with the pmcess, improved 

communication and greater stability in the home (Phear, 1985). However, he did not 

explain the procedure for obt-g these resuits. The failure of parent-chiid mediation 

models has also been evaluated by measiiring a r e m  to third Party intervention, . 

either in the courts or in mediation (Lemmon, 1985; Shaw, 1985). 

Van Slyck and coileagues (1992) Cnticized the lack of evaluation and therefore 

decided to empirically assess the effects of parent-teen mediation using the Family 

Environment Scale (FES) and a m e a m  of client satisniction. They investigated the 

relationship arnong aspects of family functiooing and characteristics of codict by 

administe~g the FES before and after mediation. The study compared pre- and pst- 

FES profiles and found that some f d y  members i n d  their scores on the 

expressivenesi and active/recteational subdes (Van Slyck et al., 1992). Also. the 

resuits indicated that both parents and ad01escents xeported satisfaction with the 

mediation process, even when the agreement fMed due to noncompliance by one 

famiiy member. These results imply that the benefits of mediation are not oniy 



denved h m  a spacific agreement but also h m  other  aspect^ of mediation, which is 

consistent wiui the ttansformative approach to m&oa In f8ct, the e f f i  on the 

f d y ' s  conflict tesolution style may be ofgrrata importance tban the achievement of 

an agreement on a specific issue (Van Slyck a al.. 1992). Cleariy, there is a need to 

conduct more re-h in which M y  conflict styles before and a f k  mediation are 

evaluated empincaliy. 

The proponents of parent-child mdation claiin it is a genaaüzable pmcess which 

inmeases commecation, stabiiity, comtmdve rrsolution strategies and family Life 

satisfaction (Shaw, 1985; Lemmon, 1985). Therefore, the present stuày evaluated a - 

mediation model involving parent-adolescent conflict to in order to determine the 

effects of mediation on parent-adolescent codïct styles and the g e n d  family 

environment. 

Parent-Adolescent Mediation Model. W h p e g  Child aud Family Senices - East 
Area is a govemment agency dedicated to the protection and welfare of childm in the 

east area of Wdpeg. The agency is involved with several services; apprehension of 

abused or neglected children, placing children in foster are, providkg gamdianship to 

children who for various reasons are not living with their biah families and providing 

counselling, crisis intervention, and family support workers to families who n d  help 

with their ability to provide care for their children. As a volunteer and employee of 

the agency, 1 became familiar wùh the Parent-Adolescent Mediation Ptogram. The 

program was very interesthg as its purpose was pmentative in nature. That is the 

families are referred to mediation in ordet to attempt avoidance of families becoming 

involved in more serious or intrusive intewentions such as legd separation of the 

families and involvement in foster care. Wdpeg Child and Famiiy Services - East 

Area currently utiiizes a CO-mediation model with patents and teens in conflict (Family 

Mediation Training Manual, 1992). The families are r e f d  by other social 

institutions such as schools and social &ce agencies such as the crisis intervention 
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program of Wdpeg Child and Family Services - East Arra Social workers refer 

families whom they feel will benefit h m  mediation. The f d e s  that are encouraged 

to participate in mdation are those who have problerns that, in the vîew of the social 

worker, may d a t e  ifthird party intervention is not providecl. Once a r e f d  has 

been made, each famiiy mexrîber meets with a mediation coordinator individuaily. 

During this consuitation the mediation process is d e m i  and the f d y  members 

are asked if they want to participate. If ai i  members agree the coordinator wül set the 

time and location for the first medîation session. 

The WMipeg Child and Family S e ~ c e s  - East &ea mode1 of mediation foilows 

the nine stages previously defhed, It foiiows the CO-mediation patadigm in which 

there are two mediators present with every family (Family Mediation Training 

Manual, 1992). The mediation training manuai provided by Winnipeg Child and 

Famiiy S e ~ c e s  - East Area claims that CO-mediation provides several benefits whkh 

have also been discussed in current iiterahue (Kovach, 1994; Love & Stulberg, 1996). 

Co-mediators often cornplement each o tMs strengths and weaknesses. They &O 

serve as a positive mode1 of comm~cation. While one mediator is actively engaged 

with the family the other can listen and provide vaiuable feedback (Kovach, 1994; 

Love & Stulberg, 1996). This process a h  has potential disadvantages. For examples, 

the mediaton may disagree on how the session should pmgress, or their styles of 

mediation may be noncomplementaty (Kovach, 1994; Love & Stuiberg, 1996). 

The training manual of Wïpeg  Chiid and Family Services - East Area (1992) 

States that the primary goai of parent-teen mediation is to resolve the problem, but it 

also describes several secondary goals such as: a) teaching the family a process of 

resolution, b) increasing cornmutilcation w i t b  the f d y ,  c) stabilizing the f e  

environment and d) increasing family We satisfaction. The primary goal of this 

mediation program is consistent with a setîlement approach to mediation, while the 

secondary goals are consistent with a transfommtive approach to mediation. 
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The c m n t  method of evaiuation ofthe program is a seEreport qyestiormk 

which mainly addtesses the participants' satisfMon with the mediation process, but it 

does not measure process and relationship variables such as commUI1ication, M y  

life satisfâction and confiict processes within the M y .  It is important to develop an 

empirid rnethod of evaiuation that measures these concepts but at the same time does 

not interfiete with the mediation process. The present study empiricdy evaluated the 

parent-teen mediation program of W1i30ipg Child and Faxdy Services - East Area, to 

determine its impact on piuent-adolescent conDict and the quaiity of fimily me. 
Research Ouestions 

Predictions 

Hvwthesis 1. Pmponents of mediation state that mediation not only resolves 

problems but also teaches an effective mahod of pmblem solving that the f d y  can 

utilize outside the clinid setting (Shaw 1985, Van Slyck et al., 1992). The first goal 

of the present study was to replicate the resuits of these researchers by adrninistering, 

the FES to both parents and adolescents before and &er participation in mediation. 

To test this proposition the resuits of the FES were examineci to detenniue if there was 

a significant reduction in the confiict subscale, which measures the amount of openly 

expressed anger and aggression among family members and a signincant inctease in. 

the orgauhtion subscale which meastues the degree of importarice of clear 

organization and structure in family interactions for both parents and adolescents 

(Moos & Moos 1986). 

Hvwthesis 2. Increasing communication is also a goal of mediation (Shaw, 1985). 

if this goal was attained through mediation, aii family members should demonstrate 

increased expressiveness d e r  mediation. The FES measures expressiveness as the 

extent to which family members are encourageci to act openly and to express their 

feelings directly (Moos & Moos, 1986). It was hypothesized that both parents and 

adolescents wouid report a significant increase in the expressiveness subscale. 
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Iiklpothesis 3. The final goals ofmediatim state that fâmiiy stability and 

satidàction shouid increase as a d t  of mediation (FamiIy Mediation Training 

Manuai 1992). This proposition was tested by detennining ifthere was any inczease 

in faaiily cohesion in terms of an operationaiized measme of cohesion. Both parental 

and adolescent scores were examineci for signifiant increases on thi cohesion 

subscale of the ES, which measures the degree to which h d y  members feei 

committed and supportive to each other (Moos & Moos, 1986). 

Hypothesis 4. Last, fsmily coaflict styles wouid be expectd to change. 

Specificaîiy, it was hypothesized that afta completing mediation program, both 

parents and adolescents would use more constructive conflict molution strategies, 

such as negotiation, and fewer destructive conflict resolution strategies, such as 

physicai and verbai aggnssion. This hypothesis was tested by examining the resuits 

of the Conflict Behavior Questionnaire to determine if there was an increase in 

reported use of comructive coaflict res01ution strategies. 

Methods 

Partici~ants 

Ùiitialiy the subjects included thirty-eight individuais (14 families) who agreed to 

participate in the rnediation program offered by Wepeg Child and F d y  SeMces 

- East Ana . AU families had at lest one parent and one adolescent. Data collection 

began in December 1995 and ended in January 1997. T h  of the fourteen families 

did wt attend the Grst mediation aor did they proceed with mediation during the 

duration of the present study. Four of the fourteen families did not complete 

mediation before the end of this study. One f d y  moved and left no forwardiag 

address with the investigator or with Winnipeg Child and Family Services - East Area 

and therefore was not given the posttest questionnaires. The remaining eighteen 

individuais (6 f d e s )  completed the study. There were niw adolescents aud nine 

parents. The adolescents ranged in age fiom 12 - 17 years with a mean age of 14.55 



years (SD. = 1-87) and consisted of four males and five f d e s .  ïhe parents ranged 

in age tb rn  33 - 48 years with a mean age of 41-66 yems (S.D. = 5.19) and consisted 

of four males and five f d e s .  The nhe panmts includrd one divorced, two widowed 

and six married individuals. F a d y  size, de- as numki of chilcisen ranged h m  1 

- 3. Farnily size was defined as number of children as opposed to number of people 

iiving in the household as it was possiible for the adolescent not to live with a parent on 

a Wtime basis nich as in shared custody situations. Although, the demographic data 

collected indicated thaî al l  adolescents involved in this study Were ciimntly iiving 

with their parent(s). 

Procedure 

The senior mediation coordinator of WItlIilpeg Child and Farnily SeMces - East 

Area was contacted to obtain cooperation of the agency in the present study- As a 

result of the positive interest of this coordliator, the study was f o d y  proposeci to 

agency staff at a meeting involving the reseatcher, the senior mediation coordinator, 

her immediate supeMsor and two area mediation coordinators. The staff were 

concemed with maintaining the confidenciality of the participants, the length of  the 

questionnaires and the amount of effort required by the mediators. The staffwere 

assured that confidentiality would be maintained by the resemher. In regards to 

length of the q u e s t i o ~ s ,  the staffwere assured that participants wodd be idormeci 

that they may terminate involvement in the study if they found the procedure too long 

or too diff?cdlt. In regards to responsibility of the staff, they consenteci to pviding 

letters of invitation to the famiiies and informhg the msearcher of termination of 

mediation. In tum, the staffwas assured that participants would be awan that the 

study and involvement in the study was completely independent of the Parent- 

Adolescent Program of Winnipeg Child and Family SeMces - East Area. Once all 

concems and revisions were incorporateci into the proposal, it was submitted to the 



Duectot of Winnipeg Chiid and Famïiy Services - East Area who gave fornial wsitten- 

consent for the agency to @cpate in the peseat sbidy. 

Rior to the kginning of the fht  mediation session, aii individuais in the family 

attended a codtat ion  meeting with a medidon cobrdinatar. During this meeting the 

coordinator pmvided a letter descnig the sbudy (see Appendix A). Enclosed was a 

postcatd that was used to indicate the family's intaest in the study. If the f d y  was 

interested in the study, they checked a space on the postcard and dropped it in a retum 

box providai at the Winnipeg chüd mi ~a m ü y  services - East  rra (CFS) office or. 

mailed it directly to the researcher in a pteposted envelope. At the end the first 

mediation session for each family, the researcher or a ieseatch assistant explained the 

procedures, answered any M y  concerns and acquired Wntten consent (se Appendix 

B). Infomed consent included the assinance that any family member may terminate 

their involvement at any tirne and that ai l  information wouid be strictly confidentid. 

Once consent was obtained, each f d y  member was asked to independentiy 

complete the Family Envio~~ment Scale (ES) and the Conflict Behavior 

Questionnaire (CBQ), without discussing it with any other f d y  member. Each 

participant was given a ten doilar remuneration. The f d y  then procaded t h u g h  

the mediation process. The number of mediation sessions ranged fkom 3 to 6. The 

average was three sessions. Following the family1s Iast session, the mediation 

coordinator informai the researcher of the f d y ' s  program completion. A 

questionnaire package was then mailed or delivered to the family within 1 week, and 

each f a d y  member was asked to again complete the FES and CBQ (see Appendix 

C). This package also contained some open-ended questions which provided 

o p p o d t y  for the f d y  to express any additionai comments. Each fitmily was 

contacted within three days by telephone to ensure their receipt of the package and to 

encourage theù participation. The researcher then arranged a tirne to meet with the 



participants to coiiect the questionnaires. answa any questions and deiiver the second 

ten dollar remuneration. 

The Family Environment Scale (ES). aeated by Moos and Moos (1986) is a self 

report questionnaire tbaî contains ninety items which are answaed with either a ûue or 

fdse mement (see Appendix D). The FES was chosen as a measurr for the present 

midy because it was used in previous research on parent-adolescent mediation 

conducted by Van Slyck and coiieagues (1992). Mms and MOOS (1986) state that the 

FES measutes envimunent dong thfee dimensions, which are t h  divided into 

subscaies. This study is concemed with only those subscaies that measure 

environment in te- of the goais of mediation. Therefore, the s u b d e s  examineci 

were conflict, cohesion, expressiveness, and o r g h t i o n  (Moos & Moos, 1986). The 

conflict, cohesion and expressiveness subscaies r n d  the amount of openness 

among family membm, the support received h m  each other and the amount and 

severity of conflict among the individual members (Moos & Moos, 1986). The 

organuation subscale measures the procedure used in decision-making (Moos & 

Moos, 1986). Moos and Moos (1986) reportecl that the intemai consisteacy for the 

subscales ranged h m  moderate (-69 for expressiveness) to good (-78 for cohesion, JS 

for codict, and -76 for organhtion). Testgretest reliabiiity was reporteci as good (.86 

for cohesion, -73 for exp~e~siveness, -85 for conflict, and -76 for organjzation). 

The Conflict Behavior O u e s t i o ~  

The Codict Behavior Questio~aire by P k  Foster, Kent and OYLeary (1979) 

measures c o d c t  and negative communication between adolescents and their parents 

(see Appendix E). The CBQ contains 44 fofced-choice, trudfdse questions. separaie 

versions of the insbument are provided for administration to parents and to 

adolescents. The CBQ is divideâ into two subscaies, individual appraisai and dyad 

appraisal. Parents provide an appsaisal of the adolescent and the parent-adolescent 



dyad- 

dyad. 

Adolescents provide eppraisels of thar parrnt(s) and thc pannt-adoIescent 

The adolescent's version ofthe CBQ provides seprate fotms for fâthers and 

mothers. Therefore, in a single parent M y ,  the ado1escent would complete ody one 

form (eithei fhther or mother), while in a two parent M y  the adolescent wodd 

complete both fonns. Cmnbacb's alpha is repoaai to be at least -90 for mothem and 

adolescents. Test retest reliabiiity ranges h m  .57 to -85 as reporteci by Rinz et al., 

(1 979). 

R d t s  

Data Aaal~ses 

The question of whahet the quaüty of the M y  enviromnent changed significantly 

d e r  mediation was addressed in the following way. First, a regcated meamns ANOVA 

was conducted separately for parents and adolescents, in order to d e t e d e  if mean FES 

subscale scores changed over tirne within groups. Second, post hoc wmparisons of FES 

subscale scores of parents and adolescents were conducted to determine significant paired 

mean differences. For ail analyses, the signiscance level of alpha was set at c .OS. 

Although the sample size in the present study is small, the robust nature of the F provides 

support for its statistical appropriateness. For p t e d  meascirrs anaiysis of variance, it 

is assumed that the variables are normaiiy distributed, but Nette, Wasserman and Kutner 

(1985) state that "the point estimators of f ~ t o r  level means and contrasts are unbiased 

whether or not the population is normal"@. 624). It is alsa assurneci that there are equal 

variances and equal comlatiom across variables. This is d e d  the "cornpouad 

symmetry" assumption. (Edwards, 1979). The F test is robust against violations of  these 

as~umptions~ particularly if there are equal ri's in each p u p  as with the parents and teens 

in the present study (EdWaTdS, 1979). 

To address the question of whether f d y  rnembers' conflict styles changed after 

mediation, a repeated mtasuies ANOVA with two levels of family member (parent and 

adolescent) and two levels of appraisal (individual and dyad) was conducted to determine 
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if mean soorrs on îhe CBQ changed signincantly ove  tirne. In order to compare the two 

subscaies of the CBQ, which differed in the number of items includeâ, the subdes were 

transformed by mdtipiying each by a constant tbat r~ccounted for the diff'erence in the 

number of items. Some adolescents completed two forms for both parents while other 

adolescents h m  single-parent families compleîed just one fom for mother or Mer. To 

facilitate cornparison among subjects, in instances where an adolescent completed a 

mother and a father fonn, the scores across the two parents were averaged to create one 

parent score. 

Last, to assess the degree of comspondence between faniily members' responses on 

each me-? correIations betwcen parents' responses and adoIescentsY responses on the 

codict subscale of the FES and both subscaies of the CBQ (individuai and dyad) wexe 

conducted. 

Familv Environment Scale 

Adolescents. In order to address the specific hypotheses of the present study which 

stated that the mean adolescent scores for conflict would decrease over tirne while the 

mean scores for organizaiion, expressiveness and cohesion would increase over tirne, a 

2x4 repeated measirres ANOVA consisting of two lwels oftime and four levels of FES 

subscaie (conflict, organization, expressiveness and cohesion) was conducted for the 

adolescents ody. There was a significant interaction effect of tirne x subscale (F(3,24) = 

3.03, E c .Os). A signincatlt main effect of subscale was found also (E(3,24) = 5.94. < 

.OS), but there was no significaat main effect of t h e  (for means, see Table 1). 

Post hoc paired mean compouiso11~ were then conducted to compare changes in 

specific subdes. For adolescents, there was a significant decrease on the conflict 

subscale over t h e  which supported the nRt hypothesis (f(1.8) = 7.17. E c .OS). The 

organbtion, expressiveness and cohesion subdes did not change siBnificaatiy 

therefore aot supporthg the first three hypotheses. 



Parents. It was hyp0thesiz;ed that mean pmaital scores for wntüa wouid decnase, 

while mean scores for organhtion, exprrssiveness and cohesion wouid increase* A 2x4 

repeated measiacs ANOVA consisting of two leveis of time and four levels of FES * 

subscaie was conducted. There was m sipnincant 2-way interadon effect of t h e  x 

subscale, nor were there any sipifïcant main effkcts of either time or subscale. To test 

the specific hypotheses, pst hoc pahd mean cornparisons were done on the individuai 

subscaies. There weze no significant changes in the conflict, organïzation or cohesion 

subscaies therefore indicating no support for the first end third hypotheses. However, 

there was a significant in- on expressiveness over time which provided support for 

the second hypothesis (g(1,8) = 5.5. e < .OS)(for means, see Table 1). 

Codict Behaviot Ouestionnaire 

To test the hypothesis that the quality of wnflict management would change afkr 

medüition, a 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA consisting of two levels of role 

(adolescent and parent) and two Ievels of appraid (individual and dyad), was conducaed 

There was a significant interaction effect of role x subscale E(1,8) = 7.57. E < .OS). 

There was no sigaificant t h e  x role interaction- No sipnincant effect of role or subscale 

were found (for means, see Table 2). These signifïcant changes suggested that there was 

some support for the fourth hypothesis that tested the change in quaIity of confiict 

management &r mediation. 

Post hoc pauad mean cornparisons were then conducted to compare paireci meam 

within each dyad. For paren, individual appraid scores were signifïcantly higher than 

the dyad appraisal scores at tirne 1, but not at time 2 u1,8) = 15.98, e < .OS)(for means, 

see Table 2). There were no signifiant Merences for adolescents at either tirne point. 

When adolescent and parental scores were compared, there was no signifiaiut ciifference 

between parental and adolescent scores on either the individual appraisal subscale or @e 

dyad appraisai subscaie at either t h e  point. These results do not conclusively support 



the fourth hypothesis which proposed that the quality of conffict management wodd 

change aiter mediation 

TabIe 1. Meaa Différences for Parents' and Adolescents' Scores on Famiîv Environment 

Subscaies 

FES Subscaies Time 1 Time 2 

Adolescents (n=9) Mean S.DI Mean S.D. 

ConfIict f S.77* 1.71 13.W 2.24 

Organization 13.11 1 -45 13-0 1.41 

Expressiveness 1 1-66 1.73 1 1.66 2.39 

Cohesion 1 1.66 1.5 12-88 2.89 

Parents (n=9) Mea. SD. Mean S.D. 

Conflic t 13.88 2.36 13.77 2.77 

Organization 13.1 1 1 -45 13.55 1 A2 

Expressiveness 13 .OOf 132 14.22* 2.1 

Cohesion 13.1 1 2.57 13.33 2.54 

*e < .os 

Range of adolescents' scores on FES subscales: conflict (10.0 - 18.0), 

organization (1 1.0 - 15.0). expressiveness (9.0 - 16.0) and cohesion (9.0 - 18.0). 

Range of parents' scum on FES subscales: conflict (9.0 - 18.0). 

organizaîion (1 1.0 - 15.0), expcessiveness (1 1.0 - 17.0) and cobcsion (10.0 - 18.0). 



Table 2. Mean Differences for Parents' and Adolescents' Scons on the Codict 

Behavior Ouestiommk Subscaies 

- - - - - - - - - - - 

CBQ Subscales T h e  1 Time 2 

Adolescents (n4)  - Mean - SD, - Mean - S.D. 

Apptaisal of Parent 77.44 15.24 74.22 15.57 

Appraisal of Dyad 78.36 10.88 75.63 10.92 

Parents (n=9) - Mean - SD. - Mean - S.D. 

Appraisd of Adolescent 85.77* 17.56 80.66 21.81 

Appraisai of Dyad 73.50f 13.89 80.66 77.77 

*e < .os 
Range of adolescents, scores on the CBQ subscales: appraisal of patent (56.0 - 106.0) and 

appraisal of the patent-adolescent dyad (63 .O - 10 1 3 .  

Range of parents' scores on the CBQ subscales: appraisal of the adolescent (54.0 - 108.0) and appraisd o f  

the parent-adolescent dyad (56.0 - 98.0). 

Relation Between Measures 

Adolescents. In order to assess the degree of correspondence ktween measures' a 

Pearson product moment correlation between adolescents' responses on both subscales of 

the CBQ (individual appraisal of the parent and appraisal of pent-  adolescent dyad) and 

the confiict subscale of the FES was conducted. There was no signifïcant association 

between adolescents' scores on the CBQ and their scores on the conflict subscale of the 

FES. 

Parents. A similar andysis of parents' responses on both subscaies of the CBQ 

(individual appraisai of the adolescent and appraisai of the parent-adolescent dyad) and 

the conflict subscale of the FES was conducted to assess the degree of correspondence 



between the two me8sutes- The parents' scores on the waflict subscale of the FES at 

tirne 1 co~iated signinca~tly with the parents' scores on the iadividd appraual 

subscaie of the CBQ at time 1 and at time 2, but did not signiscantly correlate with the 

parents' scores on the dyad appraisai subscaie of the CBQ et eitha t h e  point (for 

correlation coefficients, see Table 3). The patents' scores on the conflict subscale of the 

FES at thne 2 conelated significa~tly with the parents' scores on the individuai appraisal 

subscde of the CBQ at tirne 2 but not at t h e  1. A signincant marelation was also found 

between the parental responses on the conflict subscale of &FES at time 2 aad the 

parental responses on the dyad appraisal subscale of the CBQ at both t h e  1 and time 2. 

Table 3. Correlation Values Between Parents' Scores on the CBO and the Conaict 

Subscale of the FES 

Parents (II*) CBQ Tome 1 CBQ Time 2 

Individual DYad Individual D ~ a d  

FES Conflict 

Subscale Tl 

FES Conflict 

Subscale T2 

Appraisal A P P ~  Appraisal Appraisal 

Subscale Subscaie Subscale S ubscale 

.78a* .53a* .64b* .47bf 

Discussion 

Proponents of parentchilci mediation c lah  it is more than an intervention that attempts 

to resolve a speciflc conflict issue. They suggest that it is a generalizable proass that 



may increase communication, stability, long-term coiistnictive conflict rrsolution 

strategies and o v d  f d y  life saîhfhction (Shaw, 1985; Lemmon, 1985). There 

appears to k a lack ofnsearch which provides ernpirical eviâence f i c h  evaiuates the 

impact of the parent-child mediation PLOC~SS. Thetefore, the main purpose of the pnzsent 

study was to evaluate a parent-child mediation model in order to detemine the effects of 

mediation on parent-adolescent conflict styles and the general f d y  envU01ment 

Im~lications of Research Ouestions 

The fïrst hypothesis proposed that both parents and adolescents wouid score 

significantiy lower on conflict and significantly higher on organization after mediatioa 

Although the results did not wnclusively support this proposition for ai l  participants, the 

adolescents did report a signifïcant ducfion in conflict after mediation. The con£îict 

subscale assessed the amount of openly expressed anger and aggression among f'âmily 

rnembers (Moos & Moos, 1986). One goal of mediation is to teach constructive coDflict 

resolution strategies to families whose confiict intensity is high, presumably because of 

the predominant use of desîmctive resolution strategies. The decrease in the conflict 

subscale suggests that confict strategies of the adolescents in the present study may have 

been influenced by the mediation process. The results of the parental scores on the CBQ 

may provide some insight into the lack of signifïcant change for the parents on the 

conflict s u b d e  of the FES. At time 1, parents appraised the adolescents as exhibithg 

more negative conflict as individuais than the parent-adolescent dyad At time 2, 

however, there was no signifiant merence between the two subscales. Perhaps this 

indicates a change in how the conflict intensity was describeci as opposed to the amount 

or kquency of conflïct intensity. In other words, parents may not have reported a change 

in amount of coaflict or inteasity of conflict, but instead used the quality ofthe connict 

process. Mer mediation, rather than of viewing the adolescent as the primary instigator 

of conaict, they may have recognized conflict to be part of the dyadic relationship 

between themselves and dieu adolescent. This suggestion was further supportai by the 



correiatio& analysis in which thae was an dation between parent individuai 

appiaisal scores and the conflict subsde ofthe FES at time 1, M e  at tirne 2 scores of 

the FES not ody correlateci with the individuai appaissl scores but a h  with the dyad 

appraisai scores at both t h e  points. 

Neither parents nor adolescents showed a significant change in the o r g e o n  

subscale of the FES, which messund the de- of importance of cl- orgaaizatïon and 

structure in famiy interactions for both pannts and adolescents (Mms & MOOS, 1986). 

This may be due to the characterbîics of adolescent development As stated previously, 

adolescents attempt to become more independent, develop their own values, morals and 

standards of behavior, which often leads to conDict and cbange in the M y  dynamic 

(Montemayer, 1986). A clearly defined structure may not be possible as all individuais 

must adapt theù behavior to the new chaIIenges and situations that occur throughout the 

stages of adolescent development For example, the d e s  for thiaeen year olds who still 

must rely on parents for some traasportation are different h m  those of sixteen year olds 

who can either drive themselves or cely on peers for transportatmion. The absence of 

change in farnily o r g h t i o n  scores may also be related to the type of positive stratepies 

rnodeled in the mediation process. Pediaps the focus was on listening to the other person, 

using "I" statements to express feelings and understandhg the interests of the other, as 

opposed to more task onented skiils such as writing an agreement or scheduling famiiy 

discussion sessions. This would be consistent with those pdtionets who believe a 

tramfoimative approach to mediation is more appmpriate to parent-adolescent mediation 

than a settlement approach. The transfomative appmach focuses more on moral growth 

of the individual and the relationship which may not be reflected in the organization 

subscale measure, while the settlement approach wouid be more concemeci with reaching 

a stmctured agreement (Docking & Pries, 1995). More research which focuses on the' 

nature of the mediation process, such as observing the mediation sessions, rnight provide 



more infocmafion as to exactly what sLüls are modeled to the fâmily and what sLills 

f d y  members ceplicate ôoth during the mediation sessions and outside meâiation. 

The second hypothesis proposed thai FES expressiveness scores wodd in- for 

both parents and adolescents a f k  mcdiation. Again, no definite conclusions can be 

drawn as the parents' scores showed a signifiant in-, but there was no 

comspo~~ding change for the adolescents. This hding is consistent with the research 

conducted by Van Slyck and coileagues (1992) wbïch fomd that while parents showed 

some increase in expressiveness, adolescents did not. The exptessiveness subscaie 

measured the extent to which family members are encourageci to act o p d y  and to 

express themselves dïrectly (Moos & Moos, 1986). In parent-adolescent mediation, the 

mediators facilitate open communication. Results indicaîed that these  communication^ 

skills may be generahd by some family members, which is one of the secondary goals 

o f  mediation. This finding rnay also rdect the parents' d o n  to the opporainity to 

express themselves in a conducive setthg. In other words, not only do mediators 

facilitate open expression and encourage üstening but they aiso provide a specific t h e  

and place whm this can occur. During adolescence, more tirne is spent with peers away 

nom home which rnay limit the opportunity for open communication. This focus on 

establishing peer relationships rnay also be a fhctor in the lack of change in the 

adolescents' scores on the expressiveness subscale of the FES. Adolescents are ofken 

more concemed about communicating with niends than with parents. Another 

characteristic of adolescent development that may explain this result is the tendency of 

adolescents to question and challenge adult authority (Grotevant & Cooper, 1985; 

Montemayor 1883). Parents often label this behavior as rebeilious, and react negatively 

which rnay discourage the adolescent h m  expressing his or her feeiing to the parents. 

Therefore, aialthough the mediators may faciiitaîe an equal power balance during the 

mediation sessions, adolescents may hesitate to expess some thoughts or feelings because 

they fear repercussions once at home where often the parent has more power. 



The third hypothesis propased increased fâmiiy cohesion a&r mediatioa No 

significant d t s  were found to support this proposition, The cohesion subscaIe ofthe 

FES m d  the de- to which M y  wmkR fal cornmitteci and supportive 

toward each other (MOOS & MOOS, 1986). One explanation for the iack of a sienificant 

change in cohesiveness may be due to the devetoprnental tasks of adolescence, which 

consist of increased importance of peer group and independence h m  parents. In tbis 

stage of development, adolescents spend mote of theu t h e  with Eends, at school and 

part-tirne jobs than with their fhndies. Both parents and adolescents rnay feel that the 

commitment and support is king fomd outside the fàmily at this point in developrnent. 

Adolescents may be more concemed with secinring the approval of their peers than of 

their parents. Parents are also king  a change in the family dynamic. In preadolescence, 

children were very dependent on their parents approval and guidance. Now, the parents 

must adjust to the growing independence of their childten. Therefore, boboùi parents and 

adolescents may be focusing on new supportive networks as cornpetition rather than 

complements to previously established family support networks. 

The fourth and final hypothesis proposed that there would be an increase in the 

reported use of constructive codict resolutioa sttategies by both parents and adolescents. 

This hypothesis seemed to be suppoaed by a signifiant interaction between role and 

subscale on the Conflict BehaMor Questionnaire. Further d y s i s  showed that at time 1, 

parents appraised the adolescents as higher in negative confiict than they appraised the 

parent-adolescent dyad. Attributhg the negative codict to the adolescent is consistent 

with the research on parentadolescent relations, in which often the adolescents are . 
described by theu pannts as rebeliious and argumentative (Erikson, 1969; Stern et al., 

1992). This dïfZerence between parental appraisal of the adolescent and the parent- 

adolescent dyad -was not fomd at time 2.. A closer inspection of the mean scores 

indicated that parents' appraisal of the individual adolescent's negative conflict decreased 

slightly over t h e ,  while the parents' appraisal of negative conflict of the parent- 



ad01escent dyad incrrased slightly over tune. 

skills demonstsated in the mediation pmcess. 

TIiU change may have been M u e n d  by 

haing medietion, participants arc 

encouraged to d d b e  situations in T terms, es opposed to using  ou" statements 

which direct al1 blame at the 0 t h  participant- To invtstigate this possiiility, m e r  

research might involve obseNing the participants' behanot during the mediation 

sessions, to measiirr the use of specinc strategies tbtoughout the mediasion proces. 

Another possible expIanation, discussed earlier, suggests that the parents are reporthg a 

ciifference in q d t y  of conflict as opposed to intensity or fbcpency ofconflict Instead 

of focusing on individuai behavior, &e parents rnay be more aware ofthe parent- 

adolescent relationsbip. 

There was no significant change in adolescents' scores across the or suôscaie on the 

CBQ, aithough they showed a signincant decrease in conflict as m d  by the FES. It 

is possible that although the adolescents might have felt the amount or intensity of 

codict has decreased, how they appraise that conflict remainecl the same. This YNw is 

supported by the lack of significant correlation between the adolescents scores on the 

CBQ and the contlict s u b d e  ofthe FES. This result rnay be due to a reliance on the 

mediator to facilitate an quai power balance and therefore faciltate the use of 

constructive strategies. Both adolescents and parents may have viewed the mediation 

session as a neutrai setting as opposed to their own homes where othet sûesses, such as 

marital and sibling relationships, infiuence f d y  interactions. 

Findy, it should be noted that in an open ended question format participant were 

asked if they were satis6ed with the parent-teen mediation program. Six of the nine 

patents responded yes and three responded no. Those parents who were satisfied also 

indicated that there was a positive change in the -y. Five of the adolescents were 

satisfied with the program, two were inMkrent and two were not satisfied. Three of the 

adolescent reported a positive in change in the family. None of the participants who said 

they were satisfied with the mediation pmcess athibuted that satisfaction to teacbing a 
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specific agreement. These resuits are consistent with @eus reseamh (Shaw 1985; Van 

Slyck et al., 1992) and have several impIications. 

First, they provide support for the view that it is the process of mediation thM is 

important to the fimilies, not the nnal agreement alone. Several nspondents (47%) 

commented on communication skiils nrh as. u W e  got our feelings out The k t  that one 

has to Listen while the other one talks, Yes, it showed us to ta&, communkate and listen 

to each other's needs." The use of such words as needs and feehgs suggest that a 

transfomaiive approach was employed and was seen as positive by the participants. * 

Further research could h l v e  determinhg what aspects of the mediation process are 

most valued by the participants. Second, although the empincal evaluation was 

inconclusive, the f a t  that s e v d  participants reporteci a positive cbange in the f d y  as 

weli as saîisfàction with the mediation process suggests that mediation can be beneficial 

to families dealing with parent-adolescent confiict. On the O& hanci, this seEreport of 

satisfaction may reflect, in part, a social desirability effect. Ln other worcls, participants 

may have reported a positive outcome because they wanted the t h e  and effort they 

expended to have a worthwhile redt. 

Limitations 

The lack of clear support for the hypotheses in the present study may be due to a 

variety of Lùaitations. The resuits may be a reflection of the d sample size. There are 

three main reasons for this small size. This Grst reason involves t h e  constraints. Data 

was collecteci h m  December 1995 to January 1997 a? wbich tirne four additionai 

f d e s  had nnt completed the Mediation Program. La& of considency in provi&g 

letters of invitation h m  some members of the mediation staff of Winnipeg Chiid and 

Family Services East-Area also contributed to ioss of potential subjects. The researcher 

was made aware of this lack of consistency by a f d y  who had heard of the study h m  

another participant but had not received the letter of intorrnation fiom the mediation staff 

member at the consukation meeting. It is relevant to note that this was not intentiod but 



a simple oversight as a Wt of busy scheduies. A~ther  fsaor that may have influenced 

the smail sample size was the recent nature ofthe program. It has only ken established 

since 1992 and is stiU develophg a wide ttM netwodc. 

Another aspect of the present study which may be intapretod as  a limitation was the 

difZerence in acbial amount of time spent in medhtion vems elapsed tirne the M e s  

were involved with the Mediation Program of Chiid and Family Services. Whiie the 

average numkr of meâiation sessions was calculated to be th-, there was no 

assessment regarding the number of weeks or months over which these sessions occuted. 

The tesearcher can report h m  petsonal knowiedge tbat while some took only a few 

months, others took almost a year. The present study did not control for this variable, as 

elapsed t h e  vernis actuaî time in mediation has not been d i s c d  in previous Literature. 

Due to the wide variation in the amount oftime neeâed to complete mediation, it is 

recommended that tbis may be an important variable to investigate in funne reseafch. If 

the average elapsed time was determined, the addition ofa control group would be 

facilitated. In past studies, the recommended control groups were those participating in 

court proceedings or counseling which limits the compazison to only chical populations 

(Van Slyck et al, 1992). To avoid relying on only clinid populations, the control group 

couid consist of families who were r e f d  to mediation, attended the initial consultation 

but did not participate in mediation or any other intervention. As stated previously, the 

families involved in the Mediation Program of WUUUpeg Child and Family Services - 
East Ares are often those reporthg nonviolent conflict and want to preveat becorning 

involved in coint proceedings or other clinid intementions A standardized pretest 

could be given afkr the consultation meeting and the posttest wuld be given at the 

average elapsed duration of the mediation program and a designated long-tetm foilow-up 

date, 

The content of the measures may have also influenced the results. Several participants 

expressed dissatisfaction with the FES. They teparted difficulty choosing a mie or false 



anmer as they felt an eitherfor response did not accurately reflect their f8müy situation. 

A few of the participants commentecl on the content of the FES. They claimed the 

language and situations were out of date and did not refiect ciimnt -y lifèstyks. ûne 

participant providecl the question 7 as an exampie "WC spend most weekends and - 

evenings at home." She saÏd that none of her %ends spent dot of time at home, even the 

ones who got dong well with &eu parents. This view would be consistent with the tasks 

of adolescent development mch as independence k m  parents and i n d  importance 

on formation of peer groups. Several participent commentedthat they did not understand 

what their religious practices had to do with'their relationships with each other. Although 

the moraUreligious s u b d e  was not examined in the present study, its questions may 

have infiuenced participants' attitudes to other areas of the FES. W e  some of the 

questions may have seemed out of date others ~eeflled ciirrent and appropriate. For 

example questions 12 and 43 "We say anything we want to around home or Family 

members often criticize each othd9(see Appendix D). Perhaps in ftture reseafch, a 

modified version of the FES which reflects characteristics of famiIies with adolescents 

would be more acceptable to the familes. 

Contributions 

Althoygh the p-nt study has limitations, its contributions shouid not be disregded. 

It is important to note the signincant effects found are consistent with previous research 

(Van Slyck et al., 1992). As in the study by Van Slyck and coIleagues (1992). the present 

study found that expressiveness increased for parents. Also, the open-ended questions 

confirmed that satisfaction with the mediation process did not rely solely on the -en 

agreement. This impiies that the mediation process does influence the family 

environment which provides support for the ttanfonnative approach to parent-ado1escent 

mediation. 

Another contribution of the present study was the use of the Conflict Behavior 

Questionnaire, a standardized measure of confiict resolution strategies. This provided a 



more operationaiized methd of m e a d g  changes in coaaicî style than nlying open 

conflict resolution strategies, pater insight was pvided into the process of mediation. 

This builds upon previous research whieh bas f o d  on loatisfaçtion with mediation or 

predicting outcome based on f d y  ch&stics hstead of  investigating generalization 

of the process(Sbaw 1985, Van Slyck et al., 1992). 

This study was developed in response to the lack of rrsearch focusing on process and 

influence on the farnily envyOnment. The present study dembnstrated that reaching an 

agreement was not the only benefit of mediation to the famiües by investigating several 

goals of mediation. The resuits of the present study suggest that involvement in the . 

mediation pmcess may influence parents and adolescents differently which should be 

considered an important variable in funne tesearc12 The present study not only 

confirmed the importance of studying process but it also demonstrated an empirical 

method of analy sis which can be improved upon to strengthen fuaire research. 

Im~lications for Research and Practice 

In response to the criticism of previous research concerning a lack of empirical 

evidence evaluating mediation, the present study provideci a ftamework for empirical 

exarnination. Future research crrn buiid on these fïndings by conducting longitudinal 

midies that include a several follow-up evalwtions at rnonthly intervals as weli as pre- 

and pst-tests. Lmgthening the time M e  of research, increasing smaü sample size and 

adding a control group would al1 strengthen the design and power of fuwe research. As 

discussed earlier, a possible control group may consist of families who are refemd to 

mediation but do not attend more than the initial consultation meeting. It might also be 

beneficial to include a control group of adolescents and parents who are not seebg iuiy 

fonnal third party interventions. 

The present study pmposed empiricai evaluation in response to eriticism of qualitative 

evaluation only. It is important to note the limitations of empiricai meanirement. 



Several paaicipants commented tbat the standerdiPd qyestionmb did not provide the 

opportunity to accuraîeiy describe th& M y  environment Future research would ôe 

more vaiuable if it included both qusntitative and puaütative measmes. Qualitative 

measuns could include participant interviews, obsemtions duMg the mediation session 

and analysis of the mediator's notes. This infounation couid then be added to the 

findhgs ofquantitative measuns to broaden out udemtanding of the effécts of 

mediation- 

Any researcher considering f h r e  investigation in this f i id must consida the issues 

related to obtabing participants through a govmental agency such as Child 

and Family Services - East Ana regards to the present study, the cooperation of 

CFS was essential to the ~search as this agency provideci a participant pool that 

otherwise wouid not have been avdable to the researcher. Not only must the research 

satisfy ethics of the institution sponsoring the study, but it must also be consistent with 

the policies of the agency. Researchers should be prepared to incorporate the concems of 

the agency stafhto  the development of procedure. In the p-nt study, several dm& of 

the letters to participants were produced before they were accepted by the agency as weU 

as the ethics cornmittee of the University. 

It is important to recognke that the agency staffaxe involved with the participants on a 

much more personal level and as a result are protective over the participants. Concenis 

about confidentiaiity and M o m  to terminate participation at any time during the study 

were two substantial issues in the present study. Of course, maintaining confidentiality 

and voluntary participaiion were dso consideteci essential by the cesearcher. The agency 

staff can also provide insight into the possible d o n s  of the participants to the 

procedures used in the research. Durhg a proposal meeting, the stancommented that the 

letter of invitation was a little too wordy and lengthy for thek clientele, as a result the 

wording was revised and the letter was condenseci. Also, investigators should be 

cautioned, that f o d  approvd h m  the director of the agency does not guarantee 



cooperation fiam ail staffmembers of the agency. In the present study most staff were 

supportive and eooperative dohg even more than was apectad, but not all Stanmembers 

had the opportunity or availab1e time to provide the letter of invitation to ail potential 

participants. The agency e c a n  o h  suggest zesoutces that previously were not 

available to the te~ea~cher such as training manuah and agency reports related to 

mediation. Agencies such as wdpeg Chad and F d y  Se~ces -hs î  provide an 

Miportant source of participants but aiso must place some restrictions on ce~earch 

involwig clientele, in order to protect the nghts and privacy of individuals involved iri 

the agency programs. 

Simimary and Conclusions 

The redts of the present study foimd that ado1esceats reported a decrease in conflict 

intensity aad parents reported an inc~ase in expressiveness. It was also clear that parents 

sometimes appraised their adolescent's contlict behavior dinaenty  tban dyadic parent- 

adolescent conflict. However, the redts of this study are not conclusive and M e r  

research is needed to evaluate the mediation process. In spite of the limitations of the 

present study, the findings are consistent with pmrious research and their implications 

should be considered. Parent-teen mediation has several goals inc1uding resolving the 

problem, teaching a process of constructive resolution, increasing communication within 

the family, stabiiizing the f d y  environment and incteasing f d l y  Life satisfktion. - 
These goals appear to support the îransformative appmach to mediation and as a dt, 

mediators shodd active1y incorporate transfomative theory into theu style of mediation. 

Although the present shidy did mt empuicaiiy demonstrate that mediation achieved d of 

these goals, the resuits did W e s t  that mediation seemed to influence a positive change 

in the faxdy environment. 
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Effectveness of Mediation - 

To Al1 Teens in the Parent-Teea Mediation Program: 

we are conducting a tesearch etudy involving the Parent-Teen 
Mediation program. Because you plan on pazticipating in the ~ d i a t i o n  
program, w e  wouïd like you to participate in thie teneatch etudy. 

Your voluntazy cooperation in thia research is' in  way related to 
your participation in the mediation program. If yau choose no+ to 
participate in the research, your mediation rreeaions will be 
completely unaffected, and proceed as you and your mediator eee f i t .  

The purpose of this tesearch is to find out more about conflicts 
between parents and teenagers and how you fee l  about the mediation 
program. f f you choose to assist us i n  this study, you and your parent 
will be given a packet of questionnaires to colaplete privately at the 
end of your first mediation eession. The questionnaires may take you 
from 15 to 30 minutes to complete and you will receive $10.00 for 
completing them. You will be aeked to complete the eame packet of 
questionnaires a aecond time once your mediation vieits are over. 
These questionnaires will be mailed to yout home, and you will again 
receive $10.00 for completing them. 

This study has been approved by Child and Family  Services, and by 
the Faculty of Human Ecology Ethics Review Coumittee at  the University 
o f  Manitoba. If you agree to participate, al1 info~mation you and your 
parent provide vil1 be kept strictly confidential. 

Please let us know i f  you are interested in participating in  thii 
study by dropping off the enclosed postcatd at the CFS office tonight 
or by mailing it to us. Pleaee check the correct box indicating either 
yes, you would like tu participate, oz no, you would not, and return 
the postcard at your earliest convenience. If you do not wiah to 
participate, please let us know eo that we will not approach you again 
in the future. Because thie etudy f a  completely eeparate tram the 
mediation program, i f  you have any queationa pleaae feel free t o  
contact me, or my supervisor Dr. Caroline Piotrowski at  474-9033. 
Thank you for your kind attention and prompt cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Mavis Morin 
Family Studies Graduate Student 

Ph-D. 
05 Family  Studies 



EEectivenness of Mediation 

To al1 Parents in the Parent-Teen Mediation Program: 

We are conducting a reiearch itudy involving the Patent-Teen 
Mediation program. Becauoe you plan on participating in the mediation 
program, we would like you to participate in this nsearch study. 

Your VO~.~~+.P-Z co~p~--tt(t:: fz Chia zeo'eaPcfi i~ in PO way related to 
your participation in the mediation program. ft you chooae not to 
participate in the tescarch, your mediation sesrrione will be 
completely unaffected, and proceed as you and your mediafor: see fit. 
The purpose of this research is to find out more about relationships 
between parents and teenagers and how you feel about the mediation 
program. 

If you choose to assist  us in this itudy, you and your teenager 
will be given a packet of questionnaires to coanplete privately at the 
end of your first mediation eesaion. The questionnaires may take you 
from 20 to 40 minutes to complete and you will receive $10.00 for 
completing them. You will be asked to complete the same packet of 
questionnaires a second time once your mediation visits are over. 
These questionnaires will be mailed to your home, and you vil1 again 
receive $10.00 for completing them. 

This study has been approved by Child and Family Services, and by 
the Faculty of Human Bcology Ethics Review Conmittee at the University 
of Manitoba. If you agree to participate, al1 information you and your 
teenager provide w i l l  be kept strictly confidential. 

Please let us know if you are interestcd in particieing in thie 
&uay by dropping off th2 enclooed poetcatd at the CPS office or by 
mailing it t o  us. Please check the correct box indicating either yea, 
you would like to participate, or no, you would not, and return the 
postcard at your earliest convenience. If you do not w i s h  to 
participate, pleaee let us know ao that we will not approach you again 
in the future. Because this etudy ie ccmpletely sepagate from the 
mediation program, if you have any questions pleaee feel free to 
contact me, or my supervisor Dr. Caroline Piotroweki at 474-9033. 
Thank you for your kind attention and prompt coopetation. 

Sincerely , 

Mavis Morin aroline Piotrowski, h:b. * 
Family Studies Graduate Student Assistant prof essor- of Family Studies 
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THE UN- Of  wrm 

Consent ?O- 

Reseasch P r o j e c t :  Parent-Teen Mediation 

Investigators: Mavis Morin, Graduate Student 
D r  . Caroline P io trowsk i ,  f h - D . 

Date : 

1 agree to participate i n  a research 

study involving the Parent-Teen Mediation Program of Child h 

Family Services of Winnipeg. I understand that the information 1 

provide on the questionnaires vil1 be kept completely 

conf idential ,  and not revealed to family members or mediation 

staff. 1 understand that, if at any t h e ,  1 wish to end m y  

participation i n  the study I am free t o  do so. 1 also understand 

that my participation in this study is in no way related to my 

participation i n  the mediation program. 

Signature of Pa~ent 
oz Legal Guardian: 

Signatura of Tarn: 
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Dear 

Enclosed is the second package o f  questionnaires -that i s  part of the 
research study involving the Mediation Program offered by Child h Family 
Service of Winnipeg. This reeeatch is being eonducted by Mavis Morin, a 
graduate student and Dr. Caroline Piotroweki at the University of 
Manitciba. This packet of questionnaires is similar to thoee you 
completed at the first rnediation session. Please fil1 out al1 of the 
questions indicating how you feel about thinge now. We aek that you 
please complete the questionnaires and return tham in the preaddressed 
envelopes included. 

You will be contacted by telephone to ensure that you received your 
packet. The questionnaires w y  take you from 2 0  to 40 minutes to 
complete. 

W e  thank you for your t h e  and cooperation. If you are interested in 
receiving a copy o f  the results, checkmark the yes box on the back of 
the return envelope. 

If you have any questions about the study or the enclosed 
ques t io~a i se s ,  please feel free to contact me or Dr. Caroline 
Piotrowski at 474-9033. 

Sincerely , 

~ r a d u a t e  Student 
Caroline Piotrowski, Ph.D. 
Assistant Ptofessor of Family Studies 



FAMILY ENVIRONMENT SCALE 

INSTRUCTIONS 

There are 90 statements in this booklet, They are 
statements about families. You are to decide which of 
these statements are true of your family and which are 
false. If you think the statement is TRüE or mostly TRDE 
of your family, circle T (true). If you think the 
statement is FALSE or mostly F U S E  of your family, circle 
F (false). 

You may feel that some of the statements are true for eome 
family members  answer false for others. Circle T if the 
statement is true for most members, C i r c l e  F i f  the 
statement is false for most members. If the members are 
evenly divided, decide what is the stronger overall 
impression and answer accordingly. 

. 

Remember, we would like to know what your family seems 
like to you. So do not try to figure out how other 
members see your family, but do give us your general 
impression of your f a m i l y  for each statement. 

1- Family members really help and support one 
another . 

2 .  Family members  often keep their feelings to 
themselves. 

3 .  We fight a lot in our family. 

4 .  We donlt do things on our own very often in o u  
family . 

5 .  We feel it is important to be the best at 
whatever you do. 

6 .  W e  often talk about political and social 
problems . 

7 .  We spend most weekends and evenings at home. 

8. Family members attend church, synagogue, or 
Sunday School fairly often. 

9. Activities in our family are pretty carefully 
planned . 

10. Family members are rarely ordered around. 



11. We often e e e m  to be killing time at home. 

12. We say anything we want to around home. 

13. Farnîiy members rarely become openly a n m .  

14. In our family, we are strongly encouraged to be 
independent. 

15. Getting ahead in life is very important in our 
family . 

16. We rarely go to lectures, plays or concerts. 

17. Friends often corne over for dinner or to visit. 

18. We donrt say prayers in our family. 

19. We are generally very neat and ordetly. 

20. There are very few rules to follow in our 
f amily. 

21. We put a lot of energy into what we do at home. 

22. Tt's hare to "blow off steamI1 at home without 
upsetting sotnebody, 

23. Family member sometimes get so angry they throw 
things . 

24. We think things out for ourselves in our 
family . 

2 5 .  How much money a person makes is not very 
important to us. 

26. Learning about new and different things is vezy 
important in our family. 

27. Nobody in our family is active in sports, 
Little League, bowling, etc. 

28. We often talk about the religious meaning of 
Christmas, Passover, .or other holidays. 

29. Itls often hard to find things when you need 
them in our household. 

30. There is one family member who makes most of . 
the decisions. 

31. There is a feeling of togetherness in our 



f amily. 

32. We tell each other about our personal problems. 

3 3 .  Family members hardly ever loee their tempers. 

34.  We corne and go as we want to in our family. 

35. We believe in competition and "may the best man 
winw . 

36. We are not that interested in cultural 
activities. 

37. We often go to movies, sportd évents, camping, 
etc. 

38. We donlt believe in heaven or hell. 

39. Being on time is very important in our famiiy. 

40. There are set ways of doing things at home. 

41. We rarely volunteer when something has to be 
done at home. 

42. If we feel l i k e  doing something on the spur of 
the moment we often just pick up and go. 

43. Family members often criticize each other. 

44. There is very little privacy in O u r  family. 

45.  We always strive to do things just a little 
better the next time. 

46. We rarely have intellectual discussions. 

47. kreryone in our family has a hobby or t w o .  

48. Family members have strict ideas about what is 
right and wrong. 

49. People change their minds often in our family. 

5 0 .  There is a strong emphasis on following rules 
in our family. 

51. Family members really back each other up. 

52. Someone usually gets upset if you cornplain in 
our family. 

5 3 .  Family members sometimes h i t  each other. 



T F 5 4 .  Family members almost always rely on themse-s 
when a problem cornes up. 

T F 5 5 .  Family  members rarely worry about job 
promotions, school grades, etc. 

T F 5 6 .  Someone in our famiiy play8 a musical 
instrument. 

T F 57. Family members are not very involved in 
recreational activities outside work or  school. 

T F 58. We believe there are some things you just  have 
to take on faith. 

T F 59. Family members make sure their rooms are mat. 

T F 60. Everyone has an equal Say in family decisions. 

T F 61. There is very little group spirit in our 
f amily. 

T F 62. Money and paying bills is openly talked about 
in our family. 

T F 63. If therets disagreement in our family, we try 
hard to smooth things over and keep the peace. 

T F 64. Family members strongly encourage each other to 
stand up for their rights. 

T F 65. In our family, we donlt try that hard to 
succeed. 

T F 66. Family members often go to the library. 

T F 67. Farnily members sometimes attend courses or take 
lessons for some hobby or interest (outside of 
school) . 

T F 68. In our family each person has different ideas 
about what is right and wrong. 

T F 69. Each person's duties are clearly defined in our 
f amily . 

T F 7 0 .  We can do whatever we want to in our family. 

T F 71. We really get along well with each other. 

T F 72, W e  are usually careful about what we Say t o  
each other. 



T P 73. Faatily members often try to one-up or out-do 
each other. 

T F 74. Itrs hard t o  be by yourself without hurting 
someonels feelings in our household. 

T F 75 .  "Work before playm is the nile in o u t  family. 

T F 7 6 .  Watching T.V. is more important than reading in 
our family. 

T F 77.  Family members go out a lo t .  

T F 78.  The Bible is a very important book in our home. 

T F 79.  Money is not handled very carefully in our 
Eamily . 

T F 8 0 .  Rules are pretty inflexible in our household. 

T F 81. There is plenty of time and attention for 
everyone in our f amily. 

T F 8 2 .  There are a lo t  of spontaneous discussions in 
o u  family. 

T F 83. In our family, we believe you donlt ever get 
anywhere by raising your voice. 

T F 84.  W e  are not really encousaged to speak up for 
ourselves i n  our family. 

T F 85. Family members are often compared with others 
as to how well they are doing at work or 
school . 

T P 86. Family members really like music, art and 
literature. 

T F 8 7 .  Our main form of entertainment is watching T.V. 
or listening to the radio. 

T F 88. Family members believe that if you sin you will 
be punished. 

T F 89. Dishes are usually done immediately after 
eating . 

T P 90. You canlt get away with much in our family. 



THE CONFLICT BEHAVIOR QUESTIONNAIRE 

ADOLESCENT'S VERSION 

INTERACTION BEHAVIOR QUESTIONNAIRE 
(concerning mother) 

Think back over the last four weeks at home. The 
staternents below have to do w i t h  you and your mother onïy. 
Read t h e  statement, and then decide if you believe that 
the statement is true, then circle true and i f  you believe 
the statement is not true, circle fa l se -  You must circle 
either true or false, but never both for the same item. 
your answer will not be shown to your parents, Please 
answer al1 items. 

true 
true 
true 
true 
true 

true 

true 

true 

true 

true 
true 

true 

true 

true 
true 

true 

true 

true 
true 
true 

f alse 
f alse 
f alse 
false 
f alse 

f alse 

f alse 

false 

false 

false 
f alse 

f alse 

f alse 

f alse 
f alse 

f alse 

f alse 

f alse 
f alse 
false 

We (my mother and 1) joke around often. 
W e  so a lot of things together. 
We almost never seem to agree. 
I enjoy the talks we have. 
At least there times a week, we get 
angry a t  each other. 
After an argument which turns out 
baàly, one or both of us apologizes. 
We argue at the dinner table at least 
half the time we eat together. 
M y  m m  and 1 compromise during 
arguments. (compromise means we both 
give in  a l i tt le)  
At least  once a day w e  get angry at 
each other, 
The talks we have are frustrating. 
My mom and 1 speak t o  each other only 
when we have to . 
In general, 1 dontt think w e  get along 
very well. 
We argue at the dinner table almost 
every time we eat . 
We never have fun together. 
My morn and 1 have big arguments about 
little thinge. ' 

We have enjoyable talks at least once a 
day . 
If 1 a m  right, my mother doesnlt admit 
it. 
My mom picks on me. 
My mom understand me- 
Several hours after an argument, my mom 
is sti11 mad at me. 
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My rnom brings up a lot of my faults 
when we argue. 
My m m  likes my friend;. 
M y  m a n  slaps m e  when she gets angry. 
She says 1 have no consideration for 
her . 
She says bad things to other people . 
about me . 
My mother is bossy when w e  talk. 
When I try to tell her something, she 
doesn ' t let m e  finish. 
She asks me feel that the argument is 
al1 my fault. 
M y  rnom understands m y  point of view, 
even when she doesnrt agree with me. 
My rnom can tell when 1 have something 
on my mind. 
M y  mother is interested in the things 1 
do. 
When my mother punishes me, she is 
usually being fair-  
My rnom screams a lot ,  
~y mother never apologized first. 
My mother rarely listens to me during 
an argument . 
My rnom put m e  dom. 
She thinks my opinions are childish. 
When I am arguing with my mother, she 
doesnlt give m e  the chance to state my 
views . 
My mont nags m e  about a l i t t l e  thing and 
w e  end up in an argument. 
When we argue, she says 1 am stupid. 
Even when she doesn't let me do 
something 1 want to do, she still 
listens to me. 
If 1 run into problems, m y  rnom helps me 
out. 
My rnom gets angry at  me whenever we 
have a discussion. 
It seems like whenever I t ry to talk to 
my mother, she has something else to  
do. 



ADOLESCENTrS VERSION 

INTERACTION BEEIAVfOR QUESTIONNAIRE 
(concerning f ather) 

Think back over the last four weeks at home., The 
statements below have to do with you and your father only. 
Read the statement, and then decide if you believe that 
the statement is true. If it is true, then circle true, 
and if you believe the statement is not true, circle 
false. You must circle either true or false, but never 
both 
your 

true 
true 
true 
true 
true 

true 

true 

true 

true 

true 
true 

true 

true 

true 
true 

tme 
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true 
true 
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true 

true 
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fo r  the same item-. Your a n s w e r  will to be shown to 
parents, Please ariswer al1 items. 
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f alse 

f alse 
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We (my father and 1) joke around often. 
We do a lot of things together. 
We almost never seem to agree. 
I enjoy the talks w e  have. 
A t  least three times a week, we get 
mgry at each other. 
After an argument which turns out 
baàly, one or both of us apologizes. 
We argue at the dinner table at least 
half the time we eat together. 
My dad and 1 compromise during 
arguments(compromise means we both give 
in a little. ) 
At least once a day we get angry at 
each other. 
The t a l k s  we have are frustrating. 
My dad and 1 speak to each other only 
when w e  have to. 
In general, 1 don% think w e  get along 
very well. 
We argue at the dimer table almost 
every t i m e  w e  eat. 
W e  never have fun together. 
My dad and 1 have big arguments about. 
little things. 
We have enjoyable talks at least once a 
day . 
1 f 1 am right , m y  f ather doesn1 t admit 
it. 
My dad picks on me. 
My dad understands me. 
Several hours after an argument, my dad 
is still mad at me. 
My dad brings up a lot of my faults 
when we argue. 
My dad likes my friends. 
My dad slaps me when he gets angry. 
He says 1 have no consideration for 
h i m .  



He says bad things to other people 
about me. 
My father is bossy when w e  talk. 
When 1 try ta tell when I have 
something on my mine. 
He makes me feel that the argument ie 
al1 my fault. 
bfy  dad understands m y  point of view, 
even when he doesnlt agree with me. 
My dad can tell when 1 have something 
on my mind. 
My father is interested in the things 1 
do. 
When m y  father punishes me, he is 
usually being fair. - . 
My dad screams a lot. 
My fathes never apologizes first. 
M y  father rarely listens ta me during 
an argument, 
My dad puts me dom. 
H e  thinks my opinions are childish. 
When 1 am arguing with my father, he 
doesn't give me the chance ta state my 
views . 
My dad nags me about a little thing, . 

and we end up in  an argument. 
When we argue, he says 1 a m  stupid. 
Even when he doesnlt let me do 
something 1 want to do, he still 
listens to me. 
If 1 nrn into problems, m y  dad helps me 
out O 

M y  dad gets angry at me whenever we 
have a discussion, 
It seems l i k e  whenever 1 t ry  to t a l k  to 
my father, he bas something else to do. 
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Think back over the last  four weeks at home. The 
statements below have to do w i t h  you and your child. Read 
the statement, and then decide if you believe that the 
statement is true. If it is true, then circle true and if 
you believe the statement is not true, circle false. You 
must circle e i ther  true or false, but never both for the 
same item. Please answer al1 items. Answer for yourself, 
without talking it over with your spouse. your answers . 

will not be shown to your child. 
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We ( m y  child and 1) joke around often. 
We do a lot of things together. 
We almost never seem to agree. 
I enjoy the talks we have. 
A t  least three ties a week, we get 
angry at each other. 
After an argument which turns out 
badly, one or both of us apologizes. 
We argue at the dimer table at least 
half the t i m e  we eat together. 
My child and 1 compromise during 
arguments. (compromise means we both 
give i n  a little) . 
A t  least once a day w e  get angry at 
each other. 
The talks w e  have are frustrating. 
My child and 1 speak to each other only 
when we have to. 
In general. 1 donPt think we get along 
very well. 
We argue at the d i ~ e r  table aîmost 
every time we eat. 
We never have fun together. 
My child and 1 have big arguments about 
little things. 
We have enjoyable talks at least once a 
day . 
My child is easy to get along with. 
My child is receptive to criticism. 
My child curses at me. 
My child enjoys being with me. 
My child is well behaved in our 
discussions. 
My child usually listens to what 1 tell 
him/her 
My child will approach me when 
something is on his/her mind. 
My child screams a lot. 
Several hours after an argument, rny 
ch i ld  is s t i l l  mad at me. 
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My chi ld  
During a 
tries to 
M y  child 
him/her . 
M y  chird 

M y  ch i ld  doesnlt pay attention when 1 
have discussions with him/her. 
M y  child says that I have no 
consideration of his/her feelings. 
My child often seeks me out. 
M y  child often doesn't do what 1 ask. 
My child often seems angry at me. 
M y  child often cries when I question 
him/her . 
M y  child acts impatient when 1 ta lk .  
My child says 1 don' t love him/her . 
My child contradicts everything 1 Say. 
My child almost never understands my 
side of an argument. 

lies to me often. 
heated discussion, my child 
h i t  me. 
is defensive when 1 talk to 

provokes in to  an argument at 
least t w i c e  a week. 
My child rarely follows through w i t h  
his/her end of the bargain, after we 
have reached an agreement. 
My child tells me he/she thinks 1 am 
unf air. 
My child blows up for no reason. 
If 1 speak calmly, my child doesn't do 
what 1 ask. 
My child doesnl t look at me when 1 t ry  
to talk to hirn/her. 




